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Note from the Editor

Today's edition is, broadly speaking, about Revolution
and Restoration. How can we, as men, as women, as
Christian society and reactionary individuals, revolt
against the modern world? How can we work to reinstate and Restore the natural order, with Christ as King
and us as guardians of ourselves and of our brethren?
The answer, of course, is found in the Christian life of
virtue. As for the specific applications— read on to find
out!

Creation is Fulfilled: Dominion
Imitating Our Lord
By the Rev. Canon Patrick S. Fodor

“Therefore be imitators of God, as beloved children”
Human persons, made in God’s image,
are designed to participate in the drawing of all things into the fullness of
God’s life. From the outset we see Adam
called to imitate God. He is commanded,
in distinctly technical language, to
“keep and guard” the Garden. He is
called to imitate God by exercising dominion, by naming the animals and by
engaging in pro-creative activity, within
a marital union which itself reveals, in a
limited creaturely way, both God’s Own
nature as Trinity, and the love of Christ
the Bridegroom for the Church.

up) and “void” (or empty). The description of the six days of creation shows
both the arranging of the cosmos and
the filling of the arranged parts, with
beings to rule each of these arranged
and filled parts, including all of time
(days 1 & 4), space (days 2 & 5), and
life (days 3 & 6). The highest of all the
rulers (days 4, 5, 6) is mankind. A simple diagram looks like this:

The covenant backdrop for all of this is
set by the narratives in chapters one
and two of Genesis. To begin, the Lord’s
creation is described as having two deficiencies: it is “without form” (i.e., mixed

Day 1: Light separated from darkness
Day 4: Lights placed in cosmos
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Putting the Creation in Order: Filling the Creation

Day 2: Sky and waters separated
Day 5: Birds and fish fill sky and waters
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Day 3: Dry land separated
Day 6: Animals, plants, and man formed
Day 7: God “rests,” creation is declared
“very good.”
Having finished creation, God “hallows”
or “sanctifies” the seventh day. This is
the ultimate sign of God’s purpose for
creation- that His life might be revealed
in creation and especially in the climax
of the creation, humanity. Later, God
brings His people to Sinai and after six
days of waiting He calls Moses up onto
the mountain on the seventh day to give
Moses the covenant. The parallel is emphasized in Exodus 35-40 by the tenfold
repetition of “and the LORD said…” just
as at Creation. Later, Aaron is consecrated as High priest on the seventh day
(Exodus 29:35). At the construction of
the Temple, the Ark of the Covenant is
brought into the Most Holy Place, God’s
special dwelling place with His people
Israel, and the Temple is hallowed or
sanctified on the seventh month (2
Chronicles 5). Genesis 2:4, which seems
to start much of the creation narrative
over again, actually serves this same
purpose. Adam is described in terms
used later of the High Priest, and Eden
is described as the sanctuary- the innermost, Most Holy Place of the cosmos.
Thus Genesis 1 describes Earth as God’s
Temple in the cosmos; in Genesis 2, the
Lord describes Eden as the Most Holy
Place in this Temple, with Adam as the
Royal High Priest who rules as God’s
representative- to bring harmony and
order
to
the
creation
and
to
“guard” (Hebrew shamar, RSV “keep”)
it from desecration. To fulfill this task
Adam must be complete, and so the “it
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is not good for the man to be alone” is
changed to the “very good” situation
with the husband and wife becoming a
composite unity and life-giving community of love.
One major aspect which is very striking
is that the two Creation accounts of Gen
1:1-2:3 (a male kind of account, detailing the mechanics, the bare facts, as it
were) and 2:4ff. (a female account, centered on the elements of communication
and relationships) themselves reflect at
the macro-level what the second Creation account unpacks at the microlevel: the compatibility and mutual need
of the man and woman.
In addition, the narratives emphasize
these main themes:
1) Eden is the center of God's cosmic
temple. The technical language used
throughout the entire account emphasizes this. Eden is itself on a mountain,
and temple spaces are all mountain spaces, at least symbolically. All the main
covenants are sworn on mountains:
Eden, Ararat, Zion/Moriah, Sinai, Zion/
Moriah, and, with the New Testament,
Zion- Moriah again.
2) Adam is called to be the High Priest
in the Garden, to safeguard ("keep and
guard," which is technical language,
used elsewhere only of the duty of the
priest guarding the tabernacle/temple)
this sacred space, to be the "boundary
guard" or gatekeeper" of this Temple.
He is to protect the space and all that is
in it (especially his wife) from sacrilege.
3) Adam and Eve are to imitate God by
extending the holiness of Eden- with the
center of the Garden where God
"walks" (another technical term for
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Some major clues, then, are found in the
technical vocabulary used in the text,
which set up the details of a testing of
Adam as priest (one who teaches, intercedes, offers sacrifice, and protects the
sacred) who is to defend the garden
sanctuary and all that is in it (especially
his wife), and also in later texts in the
Old and New Testaments which give
more details, or flesh out the meaning of
the events to a greater extent.

We were all, like Adam and Eve,
meant to be the universe's stewards
God's Temple Presence) and its two
trees- to the whole earth. They are to be
fruitful and multiply, to pro-create others also made in God's image.
To grasp these elements requires, in
part, that we recognize that the book of
Genesis, written down at the time of
Moses (given at Sinai and afterwards),
uses the same language, including all
the same technical, liturgical, and legal
terminology found in Leviticus and
Deuteronomy. When we realize this, it
unzips massive connections and elements of meaning which we otherwise
will miss, so that we read the texts superficially, and miss their context and
elements of original intended meaning.
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Adam, as priest, is to defend the Garden
from sacrilege. The entry of a menacing
(and by implication walking) dragon figure, which talks, and which both says
that God is lying, telling half-truths and
distortions, and makes an implicit death
threat (they will not die if they eat, the
specific Hebrew expression making
even more vivid that the implication is
that they WILL die if they don't— that
the serpent will murder them) should
mean that Adam will fight this serpent:
to throw him out of the Garden sanctuary, and protect it and his wife. Why
doesn't he? He does not fully trust God,
and what God has said. He is not willing
to risk laying down his own life for the
sake of protecting his wife. In fact, he
will, immediately afterwards, blame her
instead of taking the blame himself. And
he will also blame God for giving the
woman to him in the first place! The
contrast is in Jesus, called the "new"
and "second Adam," who lays down His
life willingly for His bride, the Church.
One element we see in the texts, too, is
that the main three kinds of temptation
are set out in Genesis 3:6. The same
three kinds of temptation (laid out also
in 1 John 2:16) show up over and over
again throughout the texts and through-
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out history, including with Israel in the
desert, and Jesus' temptation right after
His Baptism in the Jordan (Matthew 4).
The failure in this fight against temptation is, in the New Testament, contrasted with the victory of Jesus over it.
And the final fulfillment of Genesis 3:15,
and the crushing of the serpent's head,
is also connected to Jesus, the
"seed" ("spermatos") of the woman, in
the New Testament. The pattern of leaders raised up by God crushing the head
of serpent figures is seen over and over
again in the Old Testament.
These themes, patterns, and vocabulary
set out in the first chapters of Genesis
will be a major blueprint all throughout
the rest of the Bible. Echoes of them,
quotations and allusions to them, are
constant, as are all kinds of uses of the
same numerical symbolism elements
found here.

purpose of naming was for Adam to see
the character of each kind of creature.
Adam is also, by this process of naming,
acting in a way which imitated God,
Who named things in Genesis one. It is
part of a whole matrix of aspects of
Adam's role as priest in the Garden.
Adam's lack of fulfillment of the roles
God gave him, including his lack of protection of both the sanctuary of the Garden from the intruding Serpent and his
lack of defense of his wife when the Serpent threatens her, are highlighted
problems. The specific language and
technical vocabulary of the texts are important here, but these are not all that
obvious from English translations of the
texts. It is interesting, in this regard,
that some of the ancient Jewish Targums describe the Serpent as actually

Each account shows a process of Creation in which something is not yet complete. The first account shows things
initially being jumbled up and empty,
and then shows God putting things into
order and filling them with life. The second shows Adam's imperfection without
a complement, and so God creates the
woman. The two accounts are themselves a kind of macro-image of this relationship, with aspects of the first
account being in many ways more male
and the second being more female, the
first rooted in accomplishing work and
an emphasis on things, the second on
relationships and people.
The exercise in naming the animals is
pedagogical- so that the man learns, by
experience and insight through practice, his need for a complement. The
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Adam failed in his role as Guardian
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physically pushing the woman against
the tree. But Adam isn't merely curious.
He knows that what is going on is
wrong. Yet he stands by and does not
prevent it, does not defend his wife,
then gives in and himself eats the forbidden fruit.
One other little detail we might not
want to miss is the fact that God earlier
said that they would (future tense) eat
from ALL of the trees in the Garden.
The initial test was a period of trial and
testing, in order to bring them to sufficient maturity that they would be able
to eat from the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil without any harm. Becoming mature would have involved passing
the test with the Serpent- defying him
and rejecting his threats, even to the
point of death. But they fail the test, and
instead of becoming more mature, more
powerful, they become less themselves,
less able to deal with future temptations. They become mortal, subject to
death, and driven by the fear of death to
insulate themselves against its threat, to
push death off by "getting what they can
while the getting is good." This is a big
Scriptural theme: fear of death drives
human beings to sin.

animals comes to its climax with the
creation of the woman, and the man
naming her. Finally! Here is one who
completes me, makes me whole at an
essential human level, and for whom I
can also then do the same! It is the completion of humanity by the creation of
man and woman, husband and wife, human family. Only then can the two of
them properly imitate God and cooperate with God, by being life-giving, procreating children and raising them, all
in imitation of God. What God does at
the highest level, the macro-level, as it
were, the human family will do at the
micro level. And this will itself train
them, in principle and intention- to have
dominion, that is, to tend, care for, protect, and cause to prosper the whole
created order set out in the first creation account.

Adam fails. But the New Adam comes to
restore all things in Himself, and to give
His people power by union with Him to
fully engage the world, to bring all
things into submission to goodness and
to be filled with His creative life. By
union with Christ we are the breaking in
of the New Creation. “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation;
And a major element in naming the ani- old things have passed away; behold, all
mals is for Adam to recognize that he things have become new.”
needs a complement, a being like him- Christ Himself, the New and Second
self but not like himself, who will make Adam, takes the tree of the cross, enhim complete, and whom he can make dures the sins and deaths which are the
complete, whom he can love as a ratio- covenant curses on all human persons,
nal being, and who can also love him in and turns the wood of the cross into the
this same way, with an appropriate love new tree of life. So, Christ says, “Beof creatures for one another (as distinct hold, I make all things new.” By the Crefrom devotion to God, the uncreated, in- ative Spirit Who moved over the waters
finite author of life). This is why the nar- at our Baptisms, birthing and adopting
rative describing Adam's naming of the us into the New Covenant Family of the
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Blessed Trinity, we are given power to
bring all things under the dominion of
Christ. So, now “For our citizenship [politeuma, the root of “politics”] is in
heaven, from which we also eagerly
wait for the Savior, the Lord Jesus
Christ, who will transform our lowly
body that it may be conformed to His
glorious body, according to the working
by which He is able even to subdue all
things to Himself.” This begins with our
families, our homes (the “domestic
church,” and spreads in concentric circles out in ordered patterns, taking the
heavenly Liturgy to the end of the earth,
making all places His Temple.
All things will be placed under His feet.
All will be re-ordered and filled with His
life. Every knee will bow and tongue
confess the True Faith. The call of man
to imitate God will be complete, as the
whole New Creation will be ordered unIn the New Creation, all will be subder Him. We who are His, will judge anservient to the God-Man Jesus Christ
gels and administer the Kingdom under
Him. We can do no otherwise.
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Of Anime, Madame Bovary, and Fulton
Sheen: The Commodification of Love
By Sepha Pagdanganan

Anime is basically wattpad for boys.
And yes, there are good animes (like
those sports animes or self improvement animes) as there are, I suppose,
good wattpad stories. But just as the
bread and butter of many a wattpad tale
is the female fantasy of a Plain Jane being the object of affection of several extremely attractive men (who for some
reason do not own shirts), many animes
have the same selling point but with the
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genders reversed. Instead of having a
main character who is “not like other
girls” because she reads romance novels (and we all know that girls can’t
read, therefore this particular girl must
be so special), we have a male lead
whose personality is every bit as exciting as a two day old stale bread, and yet
manages to attract gorgeous women
with gravity defying bosoms. It’s nothing but a frivolous fantasy, although it
isn’t to be found only in anime or
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wattpad; various other forms of enter- putting oneself in another's shoes. It is
tainment also encourage this escapism.
built through hard work, perseverance,
Now bear in mind, in itself, as long as it mutual respect, and trust- all of these
doesn’t promote sin, a little bit of mind- take time.
less escapism isn’t inherently evil. But
the problem is that this escapism has
become an addiction- after all, companies profit from having customers addicted to their product. And this
addiction has led many to blur the lines
between reality and fantasy, in such a
way that love has lost its meaning, its
sacredness. Love has become a product,
a commodity.
Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary is
the tale of an extremely neurotic woman
who, despite being married, gets into
relationships with men not her husband
because she’d been obsessed with romance novels as a girl and sought to
replicate her fantasies in real life. She
was in love with the idea of love, not
with an actual person. And as pathetic
as she sounds, the sad thing is that our
culture has raised a whole bunch of
Madame Bovarys, searching for love,
but unable to love. The search for one's
soulmate seems to be something many
singles undergo, forgetting that one’s
soulmate isn’t the person they have the
most chemistry with but the person they
choose to marry. There is a restlessness,
to find that one person who will fulfill all
their fantasies, who ticks all the boxes
in an unrealistic list of qualifications for
a person that does not exist. But people
are more than the sum of their parts,
and love is more than an emotion. Love
is a sacrifice, love is about the other
person, it is about willing the good of
the other. It takes understanding and
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And this, perhaps, is the appeal of the
commodifing love- like fast food, it may
have no substance, but it comes quickly,
as opposed to real love which requires
investment, both parties encouraging
and supporting each other to be the
best versions of themselves.
Last year, I watched an old clip of Venerable Fulton Sheen. He talked about
the dangers of getting lost in escapism.
To him, the danger lay in one getting so
sucked into the fantasy and pouring all
their emotions into it that their hearts
turn cold to the reality around them and
they are unable to feel any more compassion for actual people in their lives.
And from the amount of hardcore fans
of certain fictional works who will literally spiral into depression when their favorite TV character dies, yet at the
same time have no problem trying to
ruin the lives of real people for the
slightest faux pas on the net said ten
years ago, Fulton Sheen seems to have
hit the mark with his analysis.
To repeat (lest the readers' feathers are
ruffled)— there is nothing wrong with
some escapism, and there is certainly
nothing wrong with being fans of some
fictional works. But the trouble lies
when we seek to replace loving another
person with being in love with a fantasy,
an idea. Real love has so much more to
offer than the cheap Walmart version of
it, and while it can be challenging to
truly love, nothing worth having comes
easy.
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The Red-Pilled Christian Man
By Jeff

Typical Christian church-going males
are likely to have either never heard of
the red pill/MGTOW movement or to
have rejected the message as antiChristian. This rejection is a result of
the mistaken belief that Christianity has
exclusively feminine values: be kind, do
not judge others, be meek. I do not
blame modern church-goers for thinking
this is the case – it is a common mes-
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sage in the church. Many Protestant denominations allow women to be priests
or even bishops. Of course they will
preach a feminine message. Many
priests are effeminate or homosexual.
Of course they will preach a feminine
message. These feminine messages are
antithetical not only to a boy’s development into a man, they are antithetical to
a Biblical Christian ethos.
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I contend the red pill is critical for any
boy raised in the typical Western household today. Some fortunate young fellows have been raised in a God-centered
household with a masculine leader, and
a loving and supportive mother and siblings. These young men were inoculated
against modernist poisons and probably
already know everything the red pill
world might teach them, perhaps even
instinctively. This essay is intended,
rather, for the blue pilled Christian
males: to help them come into their
birthright as men, and to practice Christianity the way they are meant to— by
becoming servants of God, His champions, and leaders of their own families.
A pure red pill philosophy is not sufficient, however. I will also point out
where the red pill is incorrect or incomplete from a Christian point of view.

tenet does not mean “become a selfish
jerk.” Red pill detractors will focus on
this tenet and distort it to their own
ends. Let’s approach it on its own
terms for now—I will have a Christian
criticism of this tenet later on.
Making yourself the mental point of origin means considering the consequences of your actions on yourself first.
It means spending time determining
your likes and dislikes independent of
the tastes and desires of others. It is inherently non-conformist. For example, I
like smoking pipes. How often do you
see that? But this doesn’t mean that everything I do must be defined in reaction to mainstream culture— for
instance, I am typing this essay in a local coffee shop, simply because I enjoy
the place. The point here is not to become bohemian, it is to become ‘your-

The basic tenets of the red pill practice
are:
• Putting one’s self as the mental point
of origin
• Relentless pursuit of excellence
• Unplugging from the culture of state
worship
In a blue pill world— the ‘normal’ mode
of modern Western society— the female
point of view is de facto considered to
be correct. If boys have a different point
of view from the female one, or a different approach to life, the boys are
viewed as wrong, rather than simply different. So much for diversity!— but I digress. The first tenet of redpill counters
this error by stating that the way to become a man is to put yourself first in
your own life. This is a subtle but incredibly meaningful point, because this
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True equality is embracing with joy
the quaint differences between men
and women
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self’ independent of the trends and
fashions around you. This necessitates
spending time alone; it is recommended
by many in the red pill movement, and
by even more in its cousin MGTOW, that
men spend a significant portion of time
alone, both before and after marriage,
to really develop themselves and their
own personality.
This brings us to the next tenet of redpill philosophy: the pursuit of excellence. We can conceptualize excellence
across the four domains of life: physical,
intellectual, emotional, and spiritual.
The red-pill philosophy does not empha-

Pursuing intellectual excellence is
vital; we must remember that leaders are readers
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size the spiritual domain, so I will address it later in this essay.
The pursuit of physical excellence includes strength-building, self-defense
training, maintaining a healthy diet,
minimizing destructive vices, and developing athletic talent. There is no objection that can be made to any of these.
Any male who desires to transition from
boy to man must do these things. A
blue-pill Christian man might object by
claiming Jesus wants us to be meek
pacifists. Well, meek is one of the most
misunderstood words in the Bible. We
are called to be meek before God, not
before the other denizens of this modern world. And who is a more effective
pacifist? The skinny, effeminate male
who cries at the drop of a hat or the
muscular, combat-trained man? Take a
look at the bouncers the next time you
go to a club or event – there’s your answer. This should be non-controversial,
because building up oneself, working on
physical and intellectual excellence, will
make anyone more useful to others. To
be blunt, the stronger a man is, the better he will be at being a man – hunting
and protecting. There is an independent
reason to be strong – that is, a strong
man finds it easier to be independent.
So a man pursuing his physical strength
is a boon to all, including himself. Even
if the primary motivator of lifting weight
is vanity, the result is positive. And most
men grow out of vanity as the primary
motivator, and a good looking body is a
secondary result of being strong and
healthy.
The pursuit of intellectual excellence
can be surmised by the acronym ABL:
Always Be Learning. This includes
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learning for a purpose or learning simply for enjoyment. I’m reminded of an
old aphorism: leaders are readers.
Learning for a purpose is usually tied to
solving a problem, like repairing and
renovating a home, maintaining your
car, or developing a stream of income.
The phrase “learn to code” comes to
mind. Entrepreneurship also falls in this
category of intellectual excellence.
Learning for enjoyment is anything you
might read about just for the sake of interest. Except for the worst sort of
drivel, though, even reading for fun will
usually yield some small useful lesson.
The third form of excellence the red pill
practice encourages is emotional excellence. For men, emotional excellence
will take care of itself if they concentrate on excellence across the other domains. Emotional excellence is best
thought of as mastering one’s own emotional responses to events, including being
self-directed
rather
than
other-directed. Stoicism is quite popular
in the red pill literature and media. Stoicism is not only mastery over one’s
emotions (though that is an important
element). No Christian man should object to mastering his emotions. The only
objection we might have to stoicism is
that the original Stoics were pagans and
a devotion to the practice may lead one
away from God.
The final tenet of the red pill practice is
unplugging from the state worship mentality. Especially recently, I have read
and heard a lot of commentary along
the lines of “just sit back, enjoy yourself,
and watch the world crumble.” Without
becoming nihilistic, this tenet is consistent with traditional Christian culture.
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There are two approaches one can make
to the relationship of scripture with the
world: either we can view the world
through scripture, or view scripture
through the world. Christians must
choose the former, not the latter. So we
agree with red pill practice about unplugging from the world, but potentially
in a different way.
But something is missing from some of
these red pill messages, and it is the
Biblical lesson that there is a hierarchy:
God above man, man over woman,
woman over children. This is not about
abuse of any type or unearned authority.
A boy has to earn his manhood, and a
man has to earn his role at the head of
the family, community, church, and so
on. He has to earn it every day. So a
man is the head of the family with all
the attendant responsibilities of protecting his family and raising them in a
Godly manner.
After detailing the basic tenets of the
red pill practice, we can elucidate the
follow action items for Christians:
Physical excellence: strength building,
learning defensive fighting arts, healthful diet, adequate sleep, healthful approach to alcohol
Intellectual excellence: learn a craft you
can use to earn a living; learn a hobby
different in kind from your craft – if your
craft is intangible, your hobby should be
tangible; read ~1 hour every day; learn
new skills within your craft and hobby;
engage in discussions with other men
Emotional excellence: do not indulge in
emotions; if you have to cry, do it by
yourself, and do not whine to others;
when a loved one dies, you can cry once
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tianity in any way. Some of the teachings
of
red
pill
practice
are
contradictory to Christian practices.
That does not mean the red pill practice
should be ignored, but it does require
one to point out where the red pill practice is lacking from the point of view of
Christian men.
The first point of contention is the view
of red pill practice vis-à-vis fornication.
There are a variety of attitudes towards
casual sex in the red pill community,
from the extreme “no women ever” view
of the MGTOW community, to the female-centric affirmations pursued by
pick-up artists. The luminaries of the
red pill community have a secular approach to casual sex, and suggest that a
male should simply find what works for
them in terms of frequency and variety.
One of the most important decisions
we can take in our lives is to bind
ourselves in Holy Matrimony
in front of others, and that’s it. You must
be a strong pillar for others, and you
cannot do this if you are a blubbering
mess.
Develop your own interests and pursue
them. The articles from the Art of Manliness site are a must read on this point.

Christianity does not view sex as existing for pleasure only. While it is pleasurable, for a Christian it is far more than
simply the physical act. It is spiritual,
one of the highest expressions of love,
and has the creation of new life as its ultimate goal. When we create life we are
imitating God, in our most humble and
flawed way. A Christian man, then, can
only have sex with his Christian wife in
a sanctified relationship. Otherwise it is
sinful. That said, a Christian couple
should enjoy a healthy sex life, and the
red pill teachings about women can help
a great deal with maintaining a
woman’s genuine burning desire for her
man.

Take time to build yourself before engaging with women in a search for a
wife, or someone who might become
wifely material. Pursuing your own interests, hobbies, and the church will put
women with compatible interests to
yours in your path. Stay out of clubs and The second point of contention is not really contentious, because the red pill
bars as locations to find women.
practice does not address spiritual life
I have mentioned a few times that the in any consistent way. It is not part of
red pill practice does not take up Chris- the practice. As Christians, our spiritual
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life is the practice of Christianity: Mass,
prayer, Bible study, giving our work to
the Lord and acting for His glory, and so
on. There are enough spiritual practices
in Christianity to fill every hour of life.
I saved the most important point of contention for last: making oneself the
mental point of origin. The Christian acknowledges God as the originator and
creator of all things, and so it is to God’s
will that we bend our efforts. Discerning
God’s will for us is a process of prayer
and reflection. Fr. Chad Ripperger is
one source who offers wisdom on this
topic. Putting God first means developing your spiritual life and prioritizing
your relationship with God ahead of all
else. Yes, that means you go to church
on Sunday, not fishing. If your church is
not bringing you into communion with
God and Christ, you need to find a new
church.
Now here’s a hard fact that every Christian man has to come to terms with: it
may not be God’s will that we will all be
married and have families. But this is no
reason to assume you cannot and then
give up! For you will fail twice: once at
life, and once at the afterlife. You still
have to treat your body like a temple to
God. You still have to do God’s work.
You still are able to enjoy your life and
all the gifts God has given us. Some
men will be fathers and grow the Christian community, others are called to
protect the community so the fathers do
not have to be the first layer of defense.

Fatherhood is a calling to hard work,
sacrifice, and dying to yourself for
the sake of children

book The Rational Male. I also recommend Aaron Clarey’s books The Book of
Numbers and Bachelor Pad Economics.
These are two names you can look up
and find many connections to other creators in the red pill community. Beware!
Many of these creators are only interested in fornication. You will need to
In conclusion, I will offer some places to take some time and learn some discernbegin in the red pill environment. I sug- ment prior to internalizing the good
gest beginning with Rollo Tomassi’s core lessons. Keep your Bible by your
side.
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An Economic Reaction
By Withered Rose

There are few things more real than
economics. Being able to have more
than one child, sending your child to a
good Christian school, affording healthy
organic food, rather than the chemical
poison sold at the dollar store, living in
a safe neighborhood, or having a chance
to live out your vocation… all these very
real, very important things, are economic. It is easy for some to handwave
money talk away as “mere materialism,”
as if the Incarnation did not happen and
as if it is remotely Christian to eschew
the material world, and it is especially
easy to do so for people who do not
need to worry about money. We can
speak of the necessity of a “Christian
social order” until we are blue in the
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face, but when it comes to making it
happen then the role of economics becomes apparent. Do you want large
families? Most Americans, even if they
wanted that, could not afford to feed
more than one or two mouths. Do you
want healthy morals in society? Unless
these morals are being exemplified in
your child’s school, which means a
Christian school that you will have to
pay yearly for, then there is a good
chance that she will be swayed by her
peers and teachers to an alternative vision. Do you want conservatives to have
political hegemony? First, they need to
stop being significantly poorer than liberals.
Brooks Adams, the great-grandson of
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John Adams, wrote in his Theory of So- for they believed that they could crush
revolution as their class had done for a
cial Revolutions,
thousand years.”
“I assume it as self-evident that those
who, at any given moment, are the With industrialization came necessary
strongest in any civilization, will be centralization of administration, and, ulthose who are at once the ruling class, timately, the French government was
those who own most property, and those unable to maintain solvency and its
who have most influence on legislation. present form of government in the face
The weaker will fare hardly in propor- of this necessary adaptation. Aristotion to their weakness. Such is the order crats, who used to be, but were no
of nature. But, since those are the longer, the principal economic actors,
strongest through whom nature finds it, where exempt from taxation, but the
for the time being, easiest to vent her factory owners and industrialists, who
energy, and as the whole universe is in were the principal economic actors,
ceaseless change, it follows that the were taxed considerably. Accordingly,
composition of ruling classes is never the economically franchised class beconstant, but shifts to correspond with came resentful of the ruling class, who
the shifting environment. When this no longer had its economic might, and
movement is so rapid that men cannot overthrew the Crown. To discuss what
adapt themselves to it, we call the phe- Adams means about “free travel” would
nomenon a revolution, and it is with rev- take us too far afield, so let our mention
of taxation suffice.
olutions that I now have to do.”
He applies this to the French Revolu- Out of the industrialization of France
came a ruling class fit for an industrial
tion, concluding that
age, replacing a ruling class that was fit
“Meanwhile, under the stimulant of apfor a long-gone agricultural age. To say
plied science, centralization went on resistlessly, and the cost of administration
is proportionate to centralization. To
bear the burden of a centralized government taxes must be equal and movement free, but here was a rapidly
centralizing nation, the essence of
whose organism was that taxes should
be unequal and that movement should
be restricted. As the third quarter of the
eighteenth century closed with the
death of Louis XV, all intelligent French
administrators recognized the dilemma;
either relief must be given, or France
The reign of Terror that overtook
must become insolvent, and revolution
France was led by the Aristocratic
supervene upon insolvency. But for the
elite
aristocracy revolution had no terrors,
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this is not to endorse the Jacobin terror
or, even their philosophy, but only to acknowledge Adam’s point, namely, that
social revolutions are conditioned by
economic revolutions and the former
are administrative conclusions of the
later.

and elaborately prepared food, clothing,
warmth, and habitation. Therefore, to
control the production of wealth is to
control human life itself. To refuse man
the opportunity for the production of
wealth is to refuse him the opportunity
for life.”

If you want a social revolution or a political revolution, then, you first need an
economic revolution. Before we can
speak of an economic revolution, and
what it would look like, however, we
need to speak of the destruction of the
American economy and how it led to the
social situation we are in now. To this
end, we affirm with Hillaire Belloc,

Both libertarianism and communism destroy the average man’s wealth by centralizing production in the hands of a
cosmopolitan elite, leaving the masses
at their mercy. Being unable to produce
wealth of one’s own, the worker becomes dependent on either the government (as in socialism), on private
corporations (as in capitalism), or on
both (as is in the case in America and
most European countries). Unable to
produce wealth
of his own, as
the means of
production are
concentrated in
the hands of a
few, the American worker becomes dependent on the wealthy that
has no regard for his wellbeing. Starting
your own business, creating your own
wealth, is an ever more challenging feat
as companies like Amazon receive $3.7
billion in taxpayer subsidies a year and
pay next to no taxes of their own, all the
while mom-and-pop shop receive scraps
(at best) and are taxed more than any
Fortune 500 company. The worker becomes an interchangeable cog in an
economy structured against small, local,
and family own business, and given the
portion of the population that goes to
college, not even a college degree can
set the worker apart from the hundreds
of applicants applying for the same job.

“That special, conscious, and intelligent
transformation of his environment

which is peculiar to the peculiar intelligence and creative faculty of man we
call the Production of Wealth. Wealth is
matter which has been consciously and
intelligently transformed from a condition in which it is less to a condition in
which it is more serviceable to a human
need. Without Wealth man cannot exist.
The production of it is a necessity to
him, and though it proceeds from the
more to the less necessary, and even to
those forms of production which we call
luxuries, yet in any given human society
there is a certain kind and a certain
amount of wealth without which human
life cannot be lived: as, for instance, in
England today, certain forms of cooked
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The changing nature of work has degraded the dignity of the working class
Finding meaningful work or a salary
large enough to support a large family,
let alone to send his children to a Christian school, has become a near possibility for most Americans.
Adams and Belloc make the same argument in different ways: if you desire social and political change, you need
economic change first. Big gestures
against LGBT+, abortion, or unfettered
immigration, are, at the moment, the
complaints of an economically servile
class. You are not Charlemagne making
a stand for Christendom, you are a serf
who has gotten it in his head that he
can, and should, tell his master how to
live. We are irrelevant gnats annoying
the wealthy. It is not nice to say, I know,
but if we do not recognize this then we
will continue to lose ever more ground.
How does the conservative become rele-
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vant? How can something approximating a Christian social order be created?
Those who believe in such an order,
namely the lower-middle class, need to
become economically dominant. As the
industrial bourgeois replaced the agrarian aristocracy in the French Revolution, the conservative middle class
needs to replace the liberal upper class
in the upcoming economic revolution.
Belloc, joining his friend G.K Chesterton, had a similar vision and called it
“distributism.” Instead of a few corporations, or a few bureaucracies, employing
the majority of a population, a widespread network of small, local, and family-owned businesses would enable the
average worker to produce his own
wealth. Ten thousand local farms, instead of ten corporate farms; ten thousand CNC shops, instead of ten
factories; ten thousand hardware stores,
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Economic power brings families out
of squalor and affects political
power
instead of Home Depot and Lowes. By
shifting the economic center of America
from Amazon, Walmart, and Blackrock
to the local and family-owned, the new
center (made up, by and large, by conservatives) will have economic, and thus
political, power over the old center
(made up, by and large, by liberals).
Affecting such a shift is, in theory, simple and quick. Every year the Federal
and State governments vote on the
yearly budget. Large portions of both
Federal and State budgets consist of
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subsidies, and the closely related issues
of taxation. Provided that a number of
candidates are elected that desire to affect such a shift, it is entirely possible
that subsides are redirected to locally
owned businesses and that major corporations are taxed more than mom-andpop shops. In fact, this happened in a
number of states during the initial
Covid-19 lockdowns. Regional dairy
farms, for example, were given subsidies or had their taxes slashed in a
number of states. Was it enough for an
economic revolution? No. It was one
step in a long waltz. I bring this small
victory up because it is a proof of concept, a proof balanced by the majority of
Americans in all demographics supporting small businesses over large corporations, showing that what I am speaking
of is possible. Given polling data it
should be an easy sweep for a cohort of
candidates to be elected on the platform
of helping small and local businesses.
This cohort has the possibility to create
an economy that helps the American
family and undo the destruction of the
servile state.
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The Authentic Reactionary
By Nicolás Gómez Dávila, Translated by Luis R. Lopez Jr.

The existence of the authentic reactionary usually shocks the progressive.
Its presence makes him vaguely uncomfortable. Before the reactionary, the progressive feels a slight contempt,
accompanied by surprise and unease.

minds of the West, for one hundred and
fifty years, have accumulated objections
against the modern world. A complacent
disdain does not seem, in fact, the adequate response to an attitude where a
Goethe and a Dostoevsky can be united.

To appease their misgivings, the progressive interprets that untimely and
shocking attitude as a disguise of interest or as a symptom of stupidity; but
only the journalist, the politician, and
the idiot are not embarrassed, secretly,
by the tenacity with which the highest

But if the thesis from the reactionary
shocks the progressive, the main reactionary stance itself will puzzle him. Let
the reactionary protest, judge, and condemn the progressive society, but to let
him resign over his monopoly of history,
seems to the progressive an extravagant
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position.

path they trace, the advances on the deThe radical progressive, on one side, feated flesh- even then they they teach
does not comprehend how the reac- these as the steps of an unshakable reationary condemns a fact that he admits, son.
and the liberal progressive, on the other The radical progressive only adheres to
hand, does not understand how he ad- the idea that history warrants attention
mits a fact that condemns. The first one because the profile of necessity reveals
demands him to renounce, to condemn, the features of nascent reason. From
the course of
history,
the
ideal standard
thus emerges.

if he recognizes that the fact is necessary, and the second that he does not
limit himself to abstain if he confesses
that the act is reprehensible. The former urges him to surrender and the latter to act. Both censure their passive
loyalty to defeat. The radical progressive and the liberal progressive, in fact,
reprimand the reactionary in a different
way, because one maintains that necessity is reason, while the other affirms
that reason is freedom. A different view
of history conditions their criticism.
For the radical progressive, necessity
and reason are synonymous: reason is
the substance of the necessity, and the
necessity is the process by which reason
is realized. Both are a single stream of
stock.
The history of the radical progressive is
not the sum of what merely happened,
but an epiphany of reason. Even when
they teach that conflict is the vector
mechanism of history, all overcoming
results from a necessary act, and that
the discontinuous series of acts on the
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Convinced
by
the rationality
of the story, the
radical progressive asserts that he must collaborate
with this success. The root of his ethical
obligation, in turn, is in the ultimate
possibility of boosting the historical interest of the latter. The radical progressive needs to favor his coming, because
to act in the sense of history, individual
reason coincides with the reason of the
world. For the radical progressive condemns history not just as a vain company, but also also a stupid company. A
vain enterprise because history is a necessity; a stupid company because history is reason.
The liberal progressive, in exchange, installs himself in a clean contingency.
Freedom, for its part, is the sustenance
of reason, and history is the process by
which human beings achieve their freedom. The history of the liberal progressive is not a necessary process, but the
rise of human liberty and the full position of the self. Man forges his own history by imposing on nature the flaws of
his free will.
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If hatred and condition drag man
through bloody labyrinths, the ultimate
struggle is between perverted freedoms
and righteous freedoms. Necessity is
merely the opaque weight of our own inertia, and the liberal progressive believes that goodwill can rescue man, at
any moment, from the servitudes that
oppress him.

interweave with one another like the
scales of a celestial fish.

But if history is not an abstract system
that germinates under implacable laws,
neither is it the docile food of human
folly. The whimsical and gratuitous will
of man is not his supreme ruler. The
facts do not mold themselves, like a
paste of plastic and plastic viscous stuff,
The liberal progressive demands that between eager fingers.
history behave in accordance with what In fact, history does not result from imhis reason postulates, since freedom personal necessity, nor from human
created it; and since his freedom also caprice, but from a dialect of the will
engenders the causes that he defends, where free choice unfolds in necessary
no fact can take precedence over the consequences.
right that freedom establishes.
The revolutionary act condenses the
ethical obligation of the liberal progressive because destroying what hinders it
is the essential act of freedom that is
carried out. History is an inert matter
that works a sovereign will.
For the liberal progressive, he resigns
himself to history as an immoral and
stupid attitude. It is stupid because history is freedom; immoral because freedom is our essence.
The reactionary, however, is the fool
who assumes the vanity of condemning
history, and the immorality of resigning
himself to it.
Radical and liberal progressivism elaborate partial visions. History is not necessity,
nor
freedom,
but
flexible
integration.
History, indeed, is not a divine monster.
The human dust does not seem to rise
as under the halite of a sacred beast;
the epochs do not seem to be ordered
like stages in the embryogenesis of a
metaphysical animal; the hollows do not
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History is the sum of human
choices; how we choose to act fixes
the type of society we will live in
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sprouts, the more varied are the zones
of activity that the process determines
and the longer its duration. The superficial and peripheral act is exhausted in
biographical episodes, while the central
and profound act can create an epoch
for an entire society.
History is thus articulated in instants
and in epochs: in free acts and in dialectical processes. The instants are its fugitive soul, the epochs its tangible body.
It is the role of the reactionary to
Epochs extend like stretches between
silently watch the pride of man from two instants: the germinal instant, and
the shadows of the present
the instant where the inchoative act of a
History does not develop as a single and new life closes it. Bronze doors turn on
autonomous dialectical process, which hinges of freedom.
prolongs in vital dialectics of inanimate
The epochs do not have an irrevocable
nature, but in a pluralism of dialectical
duration: an encounter with processes
processes, as numerous as the free, and
arising from greater depth can interrupt
bound as acts of the diversity of its carthem, the inertia of will can prolong
nal soils.
them. Conversion is possible, familiar
If freedom is the creative act of history, passivity. History is a necessity that
if each free act engenders a new history, freedom engenders, and coincidence dethe free creative act is projected onto stroys.
the world in an irrevocable process.
Collective epochs are the result of an
Freedom secretes history like a metaactive communion in an identical deciphysical spider the geometry of its fabsion, or of a passive contamination of inric.
ert wills, but while the dialectic process
Freedom in fact, is alienated in the very lasts in which liberties have been
gesture in which it is assumed because poured, the freedom of the nonconthe free act possesses a coherent struc- formist is twisted in an ineffective rebelture, an internal organization, a normal lion. Social freedom is not a permanent
proliferation of sequels. The act unfolds, option, but a sudden softness in the condilates, expands in necessary conse- juncture of things.
quences, in a manner in accordance
The exercise of freedom presupposes a
with its close character and its intelligisensitive intelligence of history because
ble nature. Each act submits a piece of
in the face of the alienated freedom of
the world to a specific configuration.
an entire society, man can only be
History, therefore, is a work of hardened haunted by the noise of necessity that
freedoms in dialectical processes. The breaks down. Every purpose is frusdeeper the stratum where the free act trated if it is not inserted in the cardinal
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clefts of a life.

gesticulation of the shipwrecked only
In the face of history, the ethical obliga- makes their bodies flow parallel to diftion to act only arises when our con- ferent shores.
science approves the finality that But if the reactionary is impotent in our
momentarily prevails or when circum- time, his condition obliges him to testify
stances culminate in a conjuncture fa- his disgust. Freedom, for the reacvorable to our freedom.
tionary, is submission to a mandate.
Man, who fate places in an era with no
foreseeable end, and whose character
wounds the deepest nerves of his being,
cannot sacrifice, hastily, his repugnance
to his spirit, nor his intelligence to his
vandalism. This spectacular and hallow
gesture deserves the public applause,
and the disdain of those to whom meditation claims. In the shady places of history,
man
must
resign
himself to look
patiently at
the superb
human.

Indeed, even if it is neither necessity
nor caprice, history, for the reactionary,
is not, however, a dialect of the immanent will, but a temporal adventure between man and that which transcends
him. His works are traces, on the disturbed sand, the body of man and the
body of the angel. The history of the reactionary is pulled, torn by the freedom

Man
can
thus condemn necessity without contradicting himself, although he can act only of man, oscillating to the breath of destiny.
when necessity collapses.
If the reactionary admits the present The reactionary cannot be silent, besterility of his principles and the use- cause his freedom is not merely the asylessness of his censures, I do not know lum where man escapes from the
why the spectacle of human confusion is tragedy that stuns him, and where he
enough for him. The reactionary does takes refuge in order to assume himself.
not refrain from acting because risk In the free act the reactionary does not
frightens him, but because he considers merely take possessions of his essence.
that at the present the social forces are
pouring rapidly towards the goal he
condemns. In the present process, the
social forces have dug their channel in
the rock, and nothing will twist their
course as long as they do not flow into
the shallows of an uncertain plain. The
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Freedom is not an abstract possibility of
choosing among known goods, but the
concrete condition within which the
possessions of its essence is not
granted.
Freedom is not an abstract possibility of
choosing among known goods, but the
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concrete condition within which we are history because he pursues in the human jungle the trace of divine steps.
granted the possession of new goods.
Men and facts are, for the reactionary,
Freedom is not an instance that settles
the servile and deadly flesh that breaths
disputes between instincts, but the
transmontane breaths.
mountain from which man contemplates
the ascension of new stars, among the To be a reactionary is to defend causes
that do not roll on the chessboard of hisluminous dusts of the starry sky.
tory, causes that it does not matter to
Freedom places man between prohibilose.
tions that are not physical and imperatives that are not vital. The free instant To be a reactionary is to know what we
dissipates the vain clarity of the day, so only discover what we think we have inthat it rises, on the horizon of the soul- vented; is to admit that our imagination
the immobile universe that slides its does not create, but only undresses soft
translucent lights on the trembling of bodies.
our flesh.
To be a reactionary is not to embrace
If the progressive looks to the future,
and the conservative to the past, the reactionary does not measure his yearnings by yesterday’s or tomorrow’s
history. The reactionary does not acclaim what the coming dawn will bring,
nor does he cling to the last shadow of
the night. His adobe rises in that luminous space where the essences question
him with their immortal presences.

certain causes, nor to advocate certain
ends, but to submit our will to the need
that does not constrain, to surrender
our freedom to the demand that does
not compel; it is to find the evidence
that guides us slumbering on the shore
of milleniary pools.

The reactionary is not the nostalgic
sounder of abolished pasts, but the
hunter of sacred shadows on eternal
The reactionary escapes the servitude of hills.
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